Press R el e a se
DIVERSIFIED PLASTICS INC. INTRODUCES NEW EQUIPMENT AND FACILITY ADDITION
Latta, SC - December 19, 2018 - Diversified Plastics Inc., a leading international rotational molder based out of Latta, South
Carolina, introduces new equipment and an addition to their facility.
Diversified Plastics will soon be introducing new equipment to their facilities that include a new rotational molding oven from
Ferry Industries, Inc. and a robotic cell from Advanced Integration Technology, LLC.
The implementation of a new rotational molding oven will increase productivity and allow DPI to produce larger quantities of
their plastic products. This is especially necessary since Diversified Plastics has recently introduced a new product line of
plastic steps that can be used for spas, pools, boats, and workshops.
The robotic cell will assist in the trimming process of the products at the facility. The capabilities of the robotic cell allow the
trimming process to be completed more consistently, safely, and efficiently with less scrap. The robot will be used to trim high
production products, such as the plastic spa steps.
Diversified Plastics will also be adding over 18,000 sq. ft to their current facility to house the new rotational molding oven and
robotic cell. This building expansion will accommodate the growth of the company’s new product lines as well.
“We are eager to introduce this cutting-edge technology to our facility. The new rotational molding oven and robotic cell will
help us to manufacture our plastic products more efficiently and allow us to expand our product lines. The addition to our
facility is necessary to accommodate the growth of our company.” states Tommy Wallace, President of Diversified Plastics.
Since 1976, Diversified Plastics has been the leading rotational molding manufacturer of custom and standard material
handling carts and plastic storage containers. DPI specializes in material handling carts for the industrial, textile, hospitality,
laundry, agricultural and marine industries, plus waste and recycling plastic containers for restaurants, sports venues and
stadiums, apartment and condominium complexes, and corporate offices.
In addition to providing custom material handling solutions and waste containers for any application, DPI’s diverse product
assortment includes bulk material handling carts, plastic utility carts, laundry carts, bulk containers, tote boxes, round
containers, spring platform trucks, elevated carts, easy access carts, tilt trucks and more.
To contact Diversified Plastics, call 1-800-768-7636 or email sales@dpiroto.com. Visit dpiroto.com for more information.
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